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INTERNAL REVrgION: CASE STUDIES OF FIRST YEAR COLLEGE WRITERS

SUSAN V. WALL

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH,

This paper is based on a set of case studies which I

recently completed at the University of Pittsburgh. The

purpose of the research was to study reNiision.in the

-rhetorical.context of freshman composition instruction. I
4

followed six students through their first selpester at Pitt,
-

. .

talking with them for about ten hours over the course of the
,

fourteeh week term and having access to all their work and/
,

to interviews with/Ntir teachers. The courses in which.--1

Vfiey were enrolled were all designed as spiral curricula

m using sequenced assignmenteaddressed to the same topic all

term. The pedagogy was one that Ken DoWst has .called the ?

"epistemic approach,'" one in which assignments typically

refer back to earlier assignments and invite students to ,re,-

see whet they In said before. Revision as invegtion, in

other words, was an essential part of what was being taught.

The four stUdents I'll b4 talking about today were all

wh..tte, middle class, and came from Pittsburgh or its

surrounding arggs. Two, John and Jean (all these names are

fictitious), had been placed in basic writing courses, John

at level one and Jean it level two. .Diagne and Maggie had

been evaluated as "average" in ability, and both had elect d

1
Kenneth Dowst, "The Epistemic Approach: Writing, Knowin

and Learning," in Eight Approiches to Teaching Compositioh
ed: Timothy R. Donovan and Ben W. McClelland (Urbana:
National Council of Teachers ol English, 1980); pp. 65-85.
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to take a course.in critical writing.

What I want to focus on today is the theories of

revision involved in these case studies: how these students

defined revision, how their teachers defined itf.and why we

lOght want to concern ourselves with the differences between

the two.

In contrast to the freshmen whom Nancy Sommers studied,

these student writers were not what I would call
2

"atheoretical" in their approach to revision. A16ough they

themselves felt that their, inevious education had not talht

them mtfch about revising or encouraged revlion of their

work, their remarks in our earl interviews indicated that,

- they had developed a sense of the usefulness of revision

that defined it as more than making minor lexical Ehanges or

error corrections. Although both their sophistication and

writing performance varie'd, their common,theory of revision.

was thoughtful, consistent, and systematic. They had what'

Sommers calls "an internalized.senSe of what constitutes

good writing.",

.

2

.
Nancy Sommers, "Revision in the Composing Pro6ess: A Case

Study of College Freshmen-and Addlt Wriibers,",Diss. Boston
University 1978, pp. 153-158.'
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Their theory of "revision" was derived from imagining

their reader's procels'of interpreting what ttiey had

written. It was (to borrow Linda Flowers useful...term) a -

reader-based theory, whose chief end and principle"was the

glear.and effective communication of ideas to an audience.c

In Ourdarly interviews, these students expreased a dynamic

sense 6f hoy a reader had to go from.point to point in an

essay, and their'comments indicat d that as they revised

ikthey seemed to be trying to imagi e'that Teader's
1

:

I experience.

I'

These writers all spoke repeatedly of their efforts to

make papers "flow," a metaphor.jor a senee that an essay's

meaning unfolded steadily,upon rereadirig-i_without confusion.

"I know right there," Zean said, "if I have to go back and

_ reread the sentence, that'something has to be done with it,

because the reader's not going to.understand it eith9f."

This concern,for clarity justified the reviiions they made

in the paragraphs of their papers. An introduction had to

be worked on until (rather like Kenneth Burke's notion of

form as "arousing" expectations) the reader was e4couraged%

to read on. Jean put it, "FrOm reading, [the

introduction] you geE thofeel the writer's going to lead

you in." A conclusion was a chance to make sure the

important points had been under5tood. This le nt., in turn,

that paragraphs in the body of the essay had to be arranged

5
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1
and clarified and examples elaborated so Wet the reader'

would be abte to see/hat the conclusions made sense.

A

In the hands of more'skilled wiiters,like Dia* meld

Maggie, various aspects of the theory were more -7

sophisticated and subtle than they.,-.40re for the two basic

writing students. John and Jean, for,example, thought that'

revising was importaNt in. order.to have a paper that would

, not bore the reader. Dianne and Maggie agreed, but they 1

6
14

would talk of being "original" and "persuasive,".not just*

"interesting." To make a paper. "flow" for the reader, John

concentrated.on blocking.out the paragraphs.of an essay' so,'

that they lsept to one tivic, Jean worked on paragraph to

parageaph "fluidity" an4 "logic," and Dianne and Maggie

worried as well about sentence-to-sentence connections and

overall coherence. But these writers all,exp essed what I

would call a very adult desire that their id as should be

understood. They spoke most disparagingly not of former
&MI

teachers whp had been challenging aetough, but of those who

had-not cared abqut or believed what they had written.
1

ln Donald Murray's terms, then, these stpdents had an

understanding of the'function of revision that was

4

itr
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3,'
"external" rather than 'internal," Their primary source'bt

irsinvention was prewriting; and while this did not make thhm
%

unaware 'of or indif t to4the d' °Very of new

subordinate ideas or examples during composing, they used

the set o ideas they had begun with as criteria which

limited t e scope of what would,be changed during drafting,

a way of screening out new superordinate ideas or anomalous

:information Which might seriously challenge what they

intended to dhy arld prompt any major reformulation of their

approach to ihe paper. Then.once a first draft had been .

completed, it became in tiarn the basis.foc c iteria

governing further revising. Assuming that.t ir main ideas

would be in plebe by the point that.this draft reacill

5

1

4

4

closure
%
'these writers engaged in further revising only when

1

thr felt it.was needed in order to itprove how the paper

"sounded," that is, how it made sense to the imagined

reader..

4 *

Tpe distinctiorit then, that I ould make between the

adult writers studied by Sommers and other researchers such

as Mimi Schwartz, Linda Flower and John ,Eayes and.the

j

3

Donald Murray, "lenternal Revision: A Process of
Discovgry," in Research on Composing: Points of Departure,
ed. Cliarles R. Cooper and,Lee Odell (Urbana: National
Council of Teachers of English, 1978), pp. 85-103.

7
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subjects of this study is not one between writ rs who are
1

theoretical in their understanding of revision and others ,

who are not, but one.between writers who undersand revision

to flave two different functions and writers who know oply

one. Experienced writers, that is, understand rev4i.sion in

tbe same 14ay.mthese.students.did at first, aS a way to

prepare a written ,propuct lt,c meet the needs of the reader.

But in contrast to these,students, many experienced writers-

- including the teachers in this study-7 also understand

revision in a secOnd way, as a part of the process of

vhetorical invention. The function of this second kind of

r.evision is writer-based: to help them discover'what they

can know apd say.

To be sure, the two revision functions can blur,

overlap, and alternate in the composing process. A writer

may invent new approaches to a topic in the process of

imagining what will persuade the reader, or find that what
'a

at first jiTst l's5oked liked an'example that neeied further

clarific4tion is 4eally somethiAg she doesn't.understa d:, a
I k4

,Y

,
.

,

sign that*o*eanore work on invention needs toi be.doill.

-v.

Conversely, anything written in an exploratory draft or aS ',,

the result of reformulation will still hal:re/to kie

reconidered from an "external" perspective if.tiie intended

reader is somecine other than the writer..

e.
8
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But there are important reasons, research and

experience suggest, for writers to knOw about both functions

/
of revision even when .they choose typically pr

particular situation to concentrate on just one. One reason

is that because writing turns language into an obiect whigh
.

may be retrieved and manipulated, exeroratory drafting.and

heuristic revising have distict.advantages-over thinking or ?

talking as bases for invention. A second reason for

internal revision is that writers cannot always Predict the

difficulty and confusion they will encounter as theyonite.

If they are unable then to waive their concerns for the

clarity and unity of.the final wqtten product and

concentrate on working through their problems, their'only

options are to give up, either by reducing the challenge of
4

what they are attempting or by trying something-else

entirely.

These students, howeer, lacked the flexibility mature

writers have forAvorking,with provisional drafts and

subsequent revisions and for coping with problems that arise

in their "attempts to do so. What they could do with 4 draft.

of a paper might be described as a process limited at both
9

ends,4that is, circumscribed by what they thought they had

to invent 'before drafting and by what.they thought they

should do once that draft was.complete. They saw revision

as an impoitânt way bo communicate what they had to say, but

0
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not as a Way to discover it.

Because of the assumptions these stddents broUght with

them to college, serious problems aroSe when they

encountered teaching directed to an unfamiliar way of

understanding revision, one which stressed discovery and the

re-seeing of ideas. This unfamiliar approach aE first

confused, puzzled, and even angered them; their existing

frameworks for comprehending the language of writing

instruction did not prepare them'for. understanding what it

was they were being asked to do. Their knowledge got in the

way of their learning something new.

They were baffled, for example; by assignments which

asked them to engage in what has been called "heuristic",

revision, that is, using 4' Aper or draft as a basis for

something more to say about a subject. When John, f

example, was asked to revise his early papers by adding
4

other examples and a lot more informatkon he saw this

frequest.as arbitrary, a requirement, as he put 4, to "pad"

his papers with "details" which.he felt would judt be

Nbling" to his reader. It took him over a month of,such

assignments before he realized that extensive redrafting

could be part of a process of inventton, that it might "take

(
a lot of words" to get to what he wanted-to say but that the

effort was worth it becausri as he pu-i it, "you might learn

,

,

10
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something."

Teachers' initial statements intended to encourage

revision and offer help with drafts met at finst with

similarly u compre ending response. .Two teachers in the
-

study, for example, specifically stated in their course

descriptions that papers could be revised extensively, as

many times as a student vianted, 10 that they would be

, available for conferences to discuss problems.with the

course. When I asked Jean, however, if papers could be

O.revised once they weri submitted and returned, she said that

she was not sure ie that was allowed. Wh n I asked Dianne

and Jean whether they had consideredfta king'to their

teachers, about the problems they were having with coniusion

and ambiguity in their drafts, their initial reacEions were

to seem surprised at the question.

In general, written comments on papers which were

intended to suggest internal revision were not seen that

way. Statemens such.as, "probe the issues further, or,

can you say Itore about this?" were interpreted as

judgments of the final product and pdhaps as adiiice to. try

harder next time. Or if these w?iters did consider

rellision, their teachers' comments were seen in the same

light as these students saw their own drafts; these comments

,were understdod, that is, as treating the ideas of the paper
.
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as established rather than as alterable or preliminary.

Revision might mean adding examplps for 'support or .

clarifying or reorganizing what was alTeady there. But it

was riot a way of aftilig, "What other evidence might Support

a different conclu$ion? In what other ways can this evidence

be interpreted? What else can this paper be, made to mean?"

4
s

Even assignments which asked directly for paper

revisions were subject to difkiculties of in6rpretation

when they were couched in terms that:did not match the

students' definition of revision. When Jean, for example^,

was given a revision assiignment which asked for a "smarter,"

more "insightful" essay, phaps even one representing "a

change of mind," she interpreted it to mean that she should

take what she had written and "back it up" more, "give the

.reader background"_syhat the paper would be more

"readable." An even more intriguing response was Maggie's

reaction td an assignment which asked her to "revise (i.e.,

re-vision, re-see)" a paper she had written in order to,

"findsomething to say" that would 'be more "insightful,"

that would create a "smhrter paper, not necessarily a more

elegant or correct one." When I asked Maggie what she

thought she was being asked to do, she said:

I guess I just figured that yoU took your paper
and you took what was wrong with it, and what you
learned since from when you wrote it, like gding
over it in class, then you just try to make it a
better paper. I always think of it as more.

12
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technical, evec though I did,have a lot mere ideas.
"Technical".'s like the way, the words go, sentence ,

structure, the way you 'Cap put them together so that
they souna better. UsuallY you irve your ideas, and
you just-want it to flow smoothly.

a
What I find fascinating hdre is the transitional language.

Is revi.sing valuable only to convey more "smoothly" the ,

;

, ,iaeaS one already has, or is it something that happens

because the writer has learned something, discovered "a 1ot

more idpas?", Maggie is on her way, I think, from one

language about revision t8 another, but she's not there yet.

^1.

.\

Her remarks confuse the tiro functions of revisions rather

than distinguish between them. She almost arrives at the

point where she can connect revising with invention, but

thea the old reader-centered theory asserts itself and 'she

ends only with revision as a demonstration of what is

"technical," by which I think she means "technique" in itg

root sense, a demonstration of the writer's skill in

creating a well-Made artifact..

Whit then. are the implications of this study?

In a recent article in College Composition and

Communication entitled "The Winds of Change: Thomas Kuhn and

the Revolution in the Teaching of Writing," Maxine Hairston

discusses'what she sees as the breakdown of that "common

body of beliefs arid assumptions" that has been clled the

13

To,
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4

"current traditional paradigm:" Richard'Young has noted
, I

that some of the dominant features of that approach to

i"iching wri.ting arean emphasis upon "the formal properties
*

of the writ5Op text" and a general disregard for the prOcess

.of invention. Hairston elaborates further Young's second

pqint, observing how traditionally trained students believe

that they must "know what they are going to say before they

write," an assu*otionyhich effectively relegates revision

to a final stage of composing arid divorces it from the

process of.invention. Although, she goes on to argue, we ,

may be in the middle of a "paradigm shift" n the field,

temporary qr ad hoc measures will not provide effective

resolu s to the problems inherent i Ahe system itself.

My 'bonclusions today are much the same. The studedts

in this study had difficulty re-seeing revision because of

the coherence and consistency of their own language for

.understanding the prc4ess, language typical, I think, of the

current traditional approach. Their definitions of revision

4
Maxine Hairston, "The Winds'of Change: Thomas Kuhn and -

,the Revolution in the Teaching of Writing" CCC, 33 (February

1982)e 76-98.

5
Richard'Young, "Paradigms and Problems: Needed Research

in Rhetorical Invention," in Research on Composing: P ints
of Departure, ed. Charles R. Cooper an3-Lee Odell (Ur ana:
National Council of Teachers of English, 1978), pp. 25-47.

14
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formed frameworks for interpreting the language of writing

instruction as powerful, as the "frames" or "schemata" which,

as reading researchers_and theorists argue, gdvern a

reader's comprehension of a written text. "What we know And
-

can know," as Tony Petrosky says, "is dependent on what we
6

already know and believe."

For this.reason, then, we need.to see the process of

le'arning as transformational rather than incremental. In
S.

these cases', that is, learning a new definition of revision

was not a matter of adding information on to what students

9 already knew, new facts onto an existing data base. On the

oontrary, what these writers Already knew about revision

blocked a new kind of understanding. Whenateachers spoke to

them about revision as "re-seeing," they either did not

seem'to comprehend what was being said at all, or_tey

translated this writer-centered language into reader-

centered meanings. It was a process which.reveals, I think,

the power of the paradigms by which they had been taught.

"A way of 'seeing," asIkurke Observes, "is also a way of not
7

seeing."

4
(

6
Antliony R. Petrosky, "From Siory to Essay: Reaping and

Writing," CCd, 33 (February 1982), p. 23.

7
Burke, Permanence and thange: An Anatomy of purpose (New

York: New Republic, Inc., 1936), p. 70.

15
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Learning a new approach to revision, then means that

students must 'perienCe what Bill Coles calls an

"alternation in mind" which "can be seen as a change in,

language, a shift in terminology or definition, the
8

replacement of one vocabulary (or syntax) by another."

'Replaceinent,"I think, is the key term here. These case
4

studies suggest that significant changes in wtiat students

know about revision.,are unlikely to happen piecemeal ot

through partial or ad hoc efforts when the "languagres14by

which they define revision are systematic and7well

established. L4arning of this sort takes time, and is

Unpredictable. All four of the students I've mentioned were

able by the end of the term to talk.about revision in ways

:that ctinvinced me'that they could connect it with invention.

But one, Maggie, was unWilling actually'to-take tfie risks

,

that re-seeing her drafts would involve.16. And for John,

Jean', and Dianne; it was six to eight weeks into the ferm

before anysignificant internal revisions appeared in their

dzafs. .`-

4

The systeniatic natq'te of a paradjgm also accounts,

think, for much ot the confusion ani ffustration I saW
r

orgo

8
William E.Coles, Jr., Teaching Composing: A Guide tè

Teaching Writing as a Self-tCreating Proces (New Rochelle,
New Jersey: Hayden Book Company, Inc.,
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involved in the learning process. Concepts, as Vygotsky
9

.observed, do not lie in the mind like Ipeas in a Pag.1 They

are organized, primarily by language, into structures which

select and comp6se what is known. Learning to think of

revision as inventionmeant, for Oese students, an undoing,

4 a deconstruction, Of the languages which ordered what they

already knew, since to move from defining one function for

<

revision to defining twO is to move, as Burke might put it,

from positive to dialectical terms, a different set of

relationships. "Internal rtvision" and "external revision,"

that is,.are the sort of terms whiCh "require an opposie to
10 ,

define them. Good writers, I think, know how to

acknowledge and dwell within the tension between these

opposites, recognizing that the curiosity,.which spins out a

further line of argument may work against the deSire to

support and further confirm what.has already been said, or

that the rewards of discovering more to say may come at the

expense of the need for achieving closure. Student writers,

however, may be unprepared for these tensions, and 4achers'

efforts to get them to re=see their assumptions and change

9
Lev S. Vygotsky, Thought and Language, trans. E. Hanfmann

and, G. Vakar (Cambridge: M. I. T. Press, 1962), p. 11,0.

10
Kenneth Burke, The Philosophy of Literary Form: Studies

'in S mb c Action, Tid. ed. (BerkRey: UniverTaTof
Califo Press, 1973), p. 109n.

pp
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their approaches may well be met by responses of confusion,

frustr"ation, or, as in Maggi6's case, an unwillingness to

lindo old ways and take the risks that discovery writing

'involves.

Finlly, I think what I've been saying here about

teaching applied to research as well. If we seek to study

how traditionally trained students learn something other

than ihe current traditionaf.approach to composing, then we

need to think in terms of longer studies than most of the

ones that have been done so far-- not a few assignments or a

few weeks, but months, perhaps even semesters or yearsef

consistent work. And we need to be prepared ;or ambivalent

responses from subjects, uneven results, and the need for -

long-term measures of change.

(

This paper was presented at the Annual conference of the
National COuncil of Teachers of.English, Washington, D. Ce
November 20, 1982.
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